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That’s genius!
To create
a custom look,
dress up basic
horizontal blinds
with strips
of colored
fabric tape.

Michael Mundy.

GH DESIGN HACK

Bring the Outdoors In

Blue-and-white bistro chairs give this warm and colorful breakfast nook the feeling of alfresco dining. Plus, the
weatherproof seating can easily be used outside. Design and durability were the driving forces for designer Phillip Thomas
when he chose the chairs for a client’s city apartment. And the stripes “excite the eye,” he says. Get the look, page 105.
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Don’t be intimidated!
We’ll show you
the easiest way to
prep this veggie.
See page 105.
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Artichokes

Beloved in Italian cuisine and beyond for their nutty, slightly sweet flavor,
these spiky spring stars can be prepared in a few different ways.
TO STEAM: Place steamer

basket in large pot
and add enough water so
it comes to just below
basket. Squeeze in juice
of 1/2 lemon. Bring water
to a boil, place artichokes
in basket and steam,
covered, until tender,
30 to 45 min.; add
peeled stems during last
15 min. of cooking.
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TO ROAST: Prep

artichokes, then halve
vertically. Cut out fuzzy
centers and purple leaves.
Place on rimmed baking
sheet, drizzle lemon juice
and olive oil over cut
sides and season with salt
and pepper. Flip and
roast, cut sides down, at
425°F until golden brown
and tender, 35 to 40 min.

TO GRILL: Prep

artichokes, then halve
vertically. Cut out fuzzy
centers and purple
leaves. Steam 12 min.
Let cool. Heat grill to
medium. Brush with
olive oil, season with
salt and pepper and
grill, cut sides down,
until charred and tender,
5 to 7 min. per side.
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The Music of Bees
by Eileen Garvin

EASY WEEKNIGHTS

This debut novel reveals how chosen family
can buzz into our lives right when we need
them most. We first meet Alice, a struggling
widow and a beekeeper, when she literally
collides with Jake, a paraplegic punk teen.
His interest in her bees opens the door
for his escape from a toxic home. When
Harry, an anxious loner, applies to work for
Alice part-time, the trio form a strong and
unlikely bond — that is, until a pesticide
company comes to town and threatens to
destroy the bee population as well as
their still-fragile community. As Alice and
some dedicated volunteers try to stop
this from happening, rampant corruption
comes to light and the three discover a
well of strength they never knew they had.
This heartwarming, uplifting story will
make you want to call your own friends,
not to mention grab some honey. $26
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Dial A for
Aunties
by Jesse Q.
Sutanto
Meddy Chan didn’t mean
to kill her terrible blind date.
And she definitely didn’t
mean for the body to end up
at the island resort where she
and her aunties are working
as planners for a billionaire’s
wedding…the same resort her
college boyfriend apparently
owns. To say that hilarious
hijinks ensue would be an
understatement. $26

THRILLER

CELEBRITY

While
Justice
Sleeps
by Stacey
Abrams

MEMOIR

Political powerhouse Stacey
Abrams is also a stellar author.
In this gripping work of fiction,
a Supreme Court justice slips
into a coma and his clerk,
Avery, becomes his legal
guardian. A trail of clues left by
the justice helps her unravel
details of a controversial case
and a dangerous, far-reaching
conspiracy that goes all the
way to the top. $28

Sunshine
Girl by
Julianna
Margulies
Known for her roles on ER
and The Good Wife, Julianna
Margulies had an unconventional childhood that taught
her to seek order in chaos
and find sunshine even in dark
places. This honest portrait of
her faith, fate and resilience
as she finds her way in the
world as both a woman and an
actor is deeply personal and
relatably universal. $28

To learn more about our feel-good picks, their authors and other books
we love, visit goodhousekeeping.com/gh-book-club.
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GH SEAL STAR
OF THE MONTH

Always Discreet
incontinence pads

Cover: Photographed by Mike
Garten. Prop styling by Lis Engelhart.

downtime
CREATIVE CELEBRATIONS

MOTHER’S DAY
FROM AFAR

Whether you and your mom live across the country from each
other or you’re just looking for virtual options, you can make
memories together with these remote-friendly ideas

great gifts
for mom
Whether gathering
remotely or not

Ta st e w i n e at h o m e
If you can’t get to a vineyard,
have the grapes come to you
with the help of an at-home
wine tasting via Wine.com.
Sip your way through Italy or
France, or sample wines from
popular wineries like KendallJackson. Order the discussed
wines beforehand, then tune
in for live weekly tastings or to
view videos of past events.

pa i n t a n d s i p
When you can’t take a class
in person, the online version
is just as fun. Try Paint
and Sip Live ($20 for class,
$40 for class and supplies,
paintandsiplive.com) for a
guided, themed art class
with a virtual group. Instructors
will walk you through it to
the sound of live DJ music
that makes it feel like a party.

m a k e a sw e e t t r e at
Order Mom a baking
subscription box like Whisk
Takers (starting at $25,
cratejoy.com), preheat the
oven and hop on a video
call. You’ll need basic kitchen
tools like baking sheets and
a whisk — they’ll send you the
nonperishable ingredients
for each recipe. If you subscribe
to a monthly shipment, you
can keep the bonding going
all year long.

share a scrapbook
Create a keepsake that will
preserve family photos. Print
out favorites or rescue old
snapshots from the basement,
then get crafty. Share your
creation via video call, mail
it back and forth or save it
for your next visit.
For even more inspiration,
visit goodhousekeeping.com
/mothers-day-ideas.
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Get
More
Done

Drowning in email,
juggling parenting and
work or just feeling
overwhelmed? These
tips from productivity
coach Dave Crenshaw
can help.

ESTABLISH
EMAIL BLOCKS

Schedule time to tackle your inbox
so it doesn’t derail your day.
Dive in no more than once an hour
and no less than once a
day, depending on urgency.

Good Housekeeping
Baker Set
$38.50, QVC.COM

CREATE SOCIAL MEDIA
BOUNDARIES

Instead of scrolling to procrastinate,
set aside time to check in on
friends online. Logging in for
10 to 15 minutes once or twice
a day is a good starting point.

Riedel Veritas
Red Wine Tasting Set
$104, RIEDEL.COM

PLAN FOR BUFFER TIME

Spring Scrapbook Page Kit
$44 THROUGH JUNE 1,
CREATIVEMEMORIES.COM
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LIFE SKILLS

Back-to-back scheduling doesn’t
leave time for late buses, meetings
that run long or dawdling toddlers.
Give yourself a few extra minutes
between to-do’s so you can
focus on each item without stressing
about the next.

Woman baking: Getty Images. Baker set: Mike Garten.
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